The Directional Atomic Solvation EnergY (DASEY) is an atom-based description of the environment of an amino acid position within a known 3D protein structure. The DASEY has been developed to align and score a probe amino acid sequence to a library of template protein structures for fold assignment. DASEY is computed by summing the atomic solvation parameters of atoms falling within a tetrahedral sector, or petal, extending 16 Å along each of the four bond axes of each ␣-carbon atom of the protein. The DASEY discriminates between pairs of structurally equivalent positions and random pairs in protein structures sharing a fold but belonging to different superfamilies, unlike some previous descriptors of protein environments, such as buried area. Furthermore, the DASEY values have characteristic patterns of residue replacement, an essential feature of a successful fold assignment method. Benchmarking fold assignment with DASEY achieves coverage of 56% of sequences with 90% accuracy when probe sequences are matched to protein structural templates belonging to the same fold but to a different superfamily, an improvement of greater than 200% over a previous method.
P
rotein structure provides insight into biochemical function and biological behavior. Because the rate of protein sequence determination continues to outstrip protein structure determination, reliable assignment of sequences to known folds continues to be needed. As of June 2002, the National Center for Biotechnology Information's Non-Redundant GenPept database contained 1,019,589 sequences; the database doubles in size approximately every 18 mo (1). On the same date, the Protein Data Bank contained 16,952 structures; this data bank doubles in size approximately every 3 yr (2) . Computational methods that assign a protein's sequence to structure , including the fold assignment method introduced here, mitigate the disparity between the sizes of the sequence and structure databases.
Two Approaches to Fold Assignment
Computational approaches to assigning sequences to protein folds ( Fig. 1 ) have been of two types: sequence-to-sequence based and sequence-to-structure based. In sequence-to-sequence-based assignments, the probe sequence is matched by dynamic programming (26, 27) to the sequence of a protein with a known fold, and it is inferred that the probe sequence folds in a similar way. In its earliest form, this method was used in the 1960s to assign the sequence of ␣-lactalbumin to the known structure of hen egg lysozyme (28) . Profile methods (29) permitted the information inherent in a whole family of sequences to be used in the fold assignment, and generalizations of the profile methods, including PSI-BLAST (30) and HMMS (11, 13) have greatly expanded the power of sequence-to-sequence fold assignment. Recently, Russell and coworkers (12) have argued that sequence-to-sequence methods of fold assignment are the most sensitive.
In sequence-to-structure methods (3-10, 15-18, 21, 31) , the structure is encoded as a sequence of residue environments. The environment of a residue position has been described in various ways, including the area buried away from solvent in that position or in the distances from that position to surrounding residues. Every type of residue receives a score for occupying a given type of environment, and the sum of all residue scores represents the compatibility of the probe sequence for the structure of the fold.
Directional Atomic Solvation EnergY (DASEY) extends sequence-to-structure methods in two ways. First, the environment of each protein position is encoded as the distribution of nonhydrogen atom types along four tetrahedral directions from the ␣-carbon of the residue in that position. This distribution is related to the concept of the visible volume proposed by Lo Conte and Smith (32) and may be thought of as extending the residue environments introduced by Bowie et al. (3) . We also alter the environmental definition of Bowie et al. by explicitly including a residue's type.
The second extension is in the adoption of the formalism of ref. 16 by computing the preference of a query probe residue and its predicted secondary structure for the template environment to which it is aligned when two proteins having a similar fold and low sequence similarity are superimposed, rather than defining the preference of a residue for an environment in its own structure. The purpose of this is to mimic the fold assignment process in the training method. (2) . Structures whose domain boundaries had been specified in the CATH 2.4 (January 2002) database (33) were parsed into their separate domain segments. Discontinuous domains were discarded. For each residue of each domain, we generated additional information, including: solvent-accessible surface area exposed; fraction of area buried by polar atomic groups (3); DASEY secondary structure [using DSSP (34) ]; and predicted secondary structure [using PHD (35) ].
Materials and Methods
pairs for a total of 2,131,404 aligned residue pairs. The test set contained 96,672 residues from 626 domains and their corresponding 4,013 DAPS aligned domain pairs for a total of 864,758 aligned residue pairs. Plots shown in Fig. 3 were generated by using the test set. Distinct from the training set, two probe sets and one domain template library were created to benchmark the fold assignment performance of DASEY where items in bold are vector quantities, the superscript ''a'' denotes ''aligned;'' the superscript ''p'' denotes ''predicted;'' and Ѩ* indicates the optimal alignment as computed by the Viterbi algorithm on a global-local hidden Markov model similar to those described by ref. 43 . The DASEY is defined and described in Results. P(structure͉seq) is the normalized probability of an encoded structure given a probe sequence. A structure is encoded as a multidimensional observation vector describing the environment of a structural position as the combination of two discrete parameters, residue and secondary structure, and the continuous, four-dimensional DASEY. Transition and emission probabilities, constant throughout the model, are derived directly from DAPS. The HMM emission probabilities, which are analogous to scores found in a traditional scoring matrix, are computed as the odds ratio describing the preference of a probe residue and its predicted secondary structure to be aligned to a template residue, secondary structure, and DASEY:
Residue Aligned where the subscripts i and j denote specific positions of the structure and sequence, respectively. Each of the 3,660 ϭ (60 ϫ 60 ϩ 60) four-dimensional partial probability density functions (PDFs) from which the emission score is computed, P(res i a ,ss i a , DASEY i a ,res j ,ss j p ) and P(res i a ,ss i a ,DASEY i a ,gap), is modeled as shown in Eq. 3 as a mixture of multivariate normal density functions:
These functions are generated as shown schematically in Fig. 2 and described in the figure legend. Each multivariate normal density k within the mixture is defined by k , k and ⌺ k , the mix weight, mean vector, and covariance matrix, respectively. EMMIX (44) Notice that, in addition to the 60 residue and secondary structure classes (20 residue types times 3 secondary structure types: ␣, ␤, and coil), we introduce an additional ''gap'' character to treat insertions and deletions. The PDF describing the likelihood of emitting a gap insertion in the probe is computed similarly to the other residue types. However, DAPS is used to derive P(gap i res j ,ss j p ), the likelihood of aligning a gap to a res j ,ss j p from the probe sequence(deletion in the probe).
Once the 3,660 PDFs were derived, each describing the likelihood that a probe residue and its predicted secondary structure are aligned to a (DASEY, template residue, template secondary structure) set, we were able to compute emission probabilities and use them in a hidden Markov model to generate sequence-structure compatibility scores between a probe sequence and template structures.
Results
The DASEY. The DASEY, shown in Fig. 1 Lower Right Inset, describes the chemical environment around a residue position in a known structure in terms of the distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic atomic groupings. The sequence of these distributions is thought to be characteristic of a protein fold (45) . Around each C␣, we compute the weighted sum of the atomic solvation parameters of the atoms contained in four tetrahedral sectors, or petals, whose major axes lie along a bond direction and extend 16 Å. The contribution of an atom to the sum is Gaussian weighted by distance from the bond axis so that less than 5% of the volume overlaps between directions. Values of atomic solvation parameters were taken from ref. 46 . Atomic solvation parameters are derived from measured energies of transfer of atomic groups from a polar solvent to a nonpolar solvent. Consequently, the DASEY can be thought of as a description of the hydrophobicity of the environment in which a residue is situated. Large DASEY values imply that a residue is in a hydrophobic environment. Small DASEY values imply that a residue is in a hydrophilic environment. As shown in Table 3 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org, DASEY can be defined in numerous ways. Permutations of the listed parameters were tested within the training set to determine the parameter set that best discriminates structurally equivalent positions from random positions and best separates residue distributions, as explained in the following.
Properties of the DASEY. DASEY is useful for fold assignment in part because each distinct set of summed atomic solvation parameters prefers particular residues. That is, the DASEY discriminates residue substitution preferences. Fig. 3 A and B shows two of the four one-dimensional projections (one for each petal) of sample DASEY distributions for five of the total of 3,660 distributions for the variables (residue, ss, residue, ss p ). Notice that each distribution is multimodal. The multimodality of the distributions is informative, revealing the preferences that residues have for different structural environments. For example, ''AH AH'' substitutions appear favorable in both hydrophobic and hydrophilic environments, whereas ''AH EH'' substitutions are most favored in hydrophilic environments. Note that each distribution is distinctive, demonstrating each residue's environment-dependent substitution preferences.
The DASEY is better able to discriminate structurally equivalent positions from random positions than either ''area buried'' or ''fraction polar'' the environmental descriptors used by Bowie et al. (3) . If a continuous environmental descriptor were perfectly conserved at structurally equivalent positions, a scatter plot of that descriptor's value in each of the structurally equivalent positions would populate the diagonal. Conversely, if the parameter were poorly conserved such a scatter plot would be diffuse. Fig. 3 C and D show log cell-plots of the values of two of the tetrahedral directions of the DASEY at structurally equivalent positions. Fig. 3 E and F show log cell-plots plots of area buried and fraction polar respectively for structurally equivalent positions within the DAPS test set. Notice the diffuse character of the graphs shown in Fig. 3 E and F as compared with Fig. 3 C and D where a trend toward the diagonal is evident. The other two DASEY directions are also better conserved than area buried and fraction polar (data not shown). Fig. 3 C-F reveal the DASEY is highly conserved at structurally equivalent positions, whereas ''area buried'' and ''fraction polar'' are not. Furthermore, the DASEY is not conserved at random pairs of positions (data not shown) implying that the DASEY discriminates structurally equivalent positions from random positions.
Performance in Fold Assignment Accuracy and Coverage of DASEY
Relative to the Earlier Methods SDP and SDP؉. DASEY displays greater coverage at several accuracies than either SDP (6) or SDPϩ. In our first benchmark, a sequence-structure compatibility score was generated for each member of a set of 1,000 probe sequences whose true folds have been classified in CATH 2.0 with each member of a structural template library whose folds had also been classified in CATH 2.0. Resulting scores are partitioned into three bins depending on the classified fold and superfamily of the probe and template. If the probe and template have different folds [different class, architecture, and topology (C.A.T.), as defined in CATH], we call the match incorrect and the sequence-structure compatibility score for that match contributes to the probability of false alarm. If the probe and template belong to the same fold and to the same homologous superfamily (same C.A.T.H as defined in CATH), the match is discarded as being appropriate for what could be termed remote homology recognition rather than for fold assignment. If the probe and template belong to the same fold and to different homologous superfamilies (same C.A.T., different H), the match is retained, denoted correct, and contributes to the probability of detection. Consequently, only fold level matches were considered. The average sequence identity between pairs in our set of truepositive matches was 7%.
Three fold-assignment methods were tested. The first method was Fischer and Eisenberg's (6) Method of Sequence Derived Properties (SDP). The second method was an extension to SDP denoted SDPϩ. In SDPϩ, the score for the match or mismatch of the secondary structure element comes from a log-odds table derived from DAPS, rather than from an identity matrix, enhancing the fold recognition capacity of SDP slightly. Finally, the third method uses DASEY structural environment-dependent scoring. The method of Bowie et al. (3) was not tested because SDP was previously found to be more effective (47) .
We used SDP, SDPϩ, and DASEY to generate sequencestructure compatibility scores between 1,000 probe sequences and 3,914 domain templates; generating Ϸ4,000,000 scores for each method. From the sets of correct and incorrect scores, probabilities of detection and false alarm were computed and used to generate the Receiver Operator Characteristic plot shown in Fig. 4 . DASEY presents a clear improvement over SDP and SDPϩ. As shown in Table 1 , with error rates of 5 or 10%, the DASEY-based method achieves greater than twice the coverage of the SDP methods.
Fold Assignment Rank Performance of DASEY Relative to PSI-BLAST (30),
GENTHREADER (10), SDP (6), and SDP؉. As an additional benchmark, we selected 500 proteins from the Protein Data Bank not classified in CATH 2.0. These proteins were not members of either our training set, or fold library (which exclusively contain proteins from CATH 2.0 or before). These proteins were also not members of GEN- 5) , that give the likelihood of aligning residue type (res) j of the probe to structure position i of the template. This PDF depends on DASEY, res, and secondary structure type (ss). In the example of a DAPS aligned residue pair shown in Step 2, position i of structure I, which happens to be occupied by a valine in a sheet (E) with a DASEY of [30, 56, 25, 48] and PHD (35) predicted secondary structure of sheet (E) is aligned to position j of structure J, an arginine in a coil (C) with a DASEY of [32, 53, 20, 41] and PHD-predicted secondary structure of helix (H). The DASEY of [32, 53, 20, 41] means that the weighted sum of atomic solvation parameters for atoms within the C␣3 N petal is 32, and so forth. Notice that the DASEY vectors from the aligned residue pair contribute to two bins. We place the DASEY vector [30, 56, 25, 48] from position i into the first bin, which we denote ''VE RH.'' This means this DASEY represents a valine strand aligned to an arginine-predicted helix. Next we place the DASEY vector [32, 53, 20, 41 ] into a second bin, which we denote ''RC VE.'' Appropriately binned DASEY vectors from the training set of aligned known structures give density plots as shown on the left in Step 4. The distribution of DASEY values in each of the 3,600 bins (one bin for each combination of residue, predicted secondary structure, aligned residue, aligned secondary structure) is modeled as a mixture of multivariate normal PDFs, as shown by the equation on the right in Step 4. These density functions are the dominant terms of the emission score and describe the likelihood of aligning a residue and predicted secondary structure from a probe sequence of unknown structure with a residue, secondary structure, and DASEY from a template structure. Fig. 3 . The four dimensions of the DASEY are distributed differently for different probe-to-template position alignments and discriminate structurally similar pairs of positions from random pairs in the test set of 864,758 pairs of aligned residues in similarly folded proteins of different superfamilies. A and B demonstrate the capacity of DASEY to discriminate among different residues for different structural positions in the test set of 864,758 pairs of aligned residues in similarly folded proteins of different superfamilies. A and B show this capacity for one of the four petals. In fact, all four petals contribute to the discrimination and together constitute the environment of a position. The five curves show the different densities P for different residue-secondary structure combinations. Notice the clearly different distributions. C-F plot the value of an environmental descriptor for one residue position of a protein on the x axis, and the descriptor for a structurally equivalent position from a similarly folded protein from a different superfamily on the y axis to demonstrate the degree of conservation of an environmental descriptor; a well-conserved parameter yields a tight line along the diagonal. Note that the DASEY dimensions are better conserved than either Fraction Polar or Area Buried of ref. 3, which are poorly conserved.
THREADER's fold library. The sequences were submitted to SDP, SDPϩ, DASEY, PSI-BLAST and GENTHREADER. As the GENTHREADER server returns only its top 10 matches, we cannot construct the Receiver Operator Characteristic plots shown above and can ask only the question, ''For what number of the probes was a correct structural template assigned within the top scoring (1, 5, or 10) templates, excluding templates belonging to the same homologous family as the probe sequence?'' For this benchmark, we do not consider sequence-structure compatibility scores. Instead, we focus solely on the existence of a correct fold within the top scoring 1, 5, or 10 template assignments. The performance of PSI-BLAST on this benchmark is discussed below. As before, we consider only fold level matches; superfamily matches are discarded. Benchmark results are shown in Table 1 . DASEY displays a significantly greater coverage than other methods.
Discussion
Strengths and Weaknesses of DASEY in Relation to Other Fold-Assignment Methods. Any new approach to fold assignment must be compared with the powerful sequence-profile-based program PSI-BLAST (30) , which is incorporated in several approaches to fold assignment (10, 12 ). In the benchmark described above with 500 probe sequences, PSI-BLAST was unable to assign folds, either correctly or incorrectly, for 455 of the 500 probe sequences. These are proteins with fold level but not sequence level similarity to the probe. For 225 of the 455 proteins that PSI-BLAST was unable to assign, DASEY is able to rank a correct, structural homolog in the top 10 scoring folds. Table 2 gives 10 examples of protein chains from the Protein Data Bank that were part of our second benchmark; these were correctly assigned to a fold with rank one and high confidence by DASEY and could not be assigned to a structure, either correctly or incorrectly, by using PSI-BLAST.
Conversely, by using the June 2002 sequence databases, PSI-BLAST was able to correctly assign folds to 29 of the 261 proteins DASEY was unable to assign correctly. PSI-BLAST is powerful when a probe protein has numerous diverse homologs within sequence databases (e.g., GenPept). In contrast, DASEY relies solely on the comparison of a single probe sequence to a library of template structures. Consequently, its performance is not related to the number or diversity of homologs a probe sequence might have. The 29 proteins predicted preferentially by PSI-BLAST each had a large diverse collection of homologs within GenPept. If superfamily matches are included, PSI-BLAST's performance increases dramatically. Instead of assigning only 43 proteins to correct folds, PSI-BLAST is able to assign 176. On the other hand, DASEY's improvement is less marked, assigning 307 correctly, whereas with only fold matches it was able to assign 239.
GENTHREADER utilizes PSI-BLAST, but appears to yield greater coverage and accuracy than PSI-BLAST alone: GENTHREADER is able to assign 20 proteins that DASEY is unable to. On the other hand, we find that DASEY is able to assign 105 proteins that GENTHREADER is unable to, an improvement of 17%.
DASEY's Performance Gain Is Not Just from Improved Handling of
Secondary Structure Information. DASEY scoring differs from the SDP and Bowie methods in two major respects: improved handling of secondary structure information and more elaborate descriptions of structural environments. It might be argued that the improved Fig. 4 . BENCHMARK 1 assesses the accuracy and coverage of the 3-fold assignment methods, DASEY, SDP (6) , and SDPϩ. For the 1,000 protein sequences of the probe set and the 3,914 structures of the template library, the fraction of correct fold assignments is given. The coverage or probability of detection describes the method's sensitivity or true positive fraction. The probability of false alarm describes the method's false positive (error) fraction, (1-accuracy). These two quantities are plotted on a Receiver Operator Characteristic plot (48) . Perfect performance on a Receiver Operator Characteristic plot is a horizontal line along the top of the graph representing 100% coverage and 0% error. The DASEY method has nearly double the coverage of the SDP methods at low error rates. The vertical bars refer to thresholds in Table 1 . Two distinct benchmarks of DASEY's fold assignment performance were executed: one looks at DASEY scores, the other looks at template rankings. For both benchmarks, we denote a match to be ''correct'' only if the two proteins share a fold but are members of different superfamilies. In Benchmark 1 (see Materials and Methods), we compare the coverage and accuracy of DASEY scores relative to methods for fold assignment on challenging targets: 1,000 probe sequences of known structures, distinct from the training set, were compared with 3,914 template domains. In Benchmark 2 (see Results), 500 probe sequences not in CATH 2.0 were submitted to the five methods. Note that DASEY correctly identifies more fold matches at higher ranks than other methods.
performance of DASEY is primarily due to a better use of secondary structure and that the environmental component is irrelevant. However, a comparison of the difference in performance of SDPϩ and DASEY reveals improved performance of DASEY is mainly from the environmental-dependent scoring, because the scoring tables used in SDPϩ, were derived from DAPS. Although SDPϩ is able to assign 23 proteins DASEY is unable to, DASEY is able to assign 130 proteins SDPϩ is unable to.
Accessibility of DASEY and Avenues for Improvement. Although DA-SEY performs better than some earlier procedures, there is room for improvement, as shown by Fig. 4 . We use the area underneath Receiver Operator Characteristic curves to measure of DASEY's ability to use a given template structure, or fold class, to discriminate sequences sharing fold-level similarity from sequences not sharing fold level similarity. With this measure, we observe that DASEY is least able to assign sequences belonging to templates of small proteins and of proteins containing a large percentage of coil. For example, protein templates belonging to CATH class four, protein domains which have low secondary structure content, were less well assigned than protein domains whose structures belong to classes one, two, or three. Furthermore protein domains such as 3ldh01 and 1c0dA0, which contain extended coil regions, are poorly assigned despite belonging to the Rossmann and TIM Barrel folds, respectively, which overall are among the best-assigned fold classes. We also observe that short proteins will often preferentially match substructures that resemble their native fold within larger domains of a different fold type. For example, a sequence whose true fold is a helixturn-helix might on occasion preferentially match a helix-turnhelix region in a large mixed ␣-␤ fold.
Probe sequences may be submitted to DASEY for assignment to known folds at the University of California Los Angeles Department of Energy Fold Server, http:͞͞fold.doe-mbi.ucla.edu. Of the 500 probe protein chains from Benchmark 2, PSI-BLAST assigned a fold for only 45, and 10 of these assignments were incorrect. Of the remaining 455 proteins from Benchmark 2, we select 10 protein sequences that DASEY confidently assigned to folds at rank one. For these 10, columns 1 and 3 give the PDB accession no. of the probe sequence and template structure, respectively. Columns 2 and 4 give the functional names of the probe and template proteins, respectively. Column 5 lists the probability value assigned by DASEY to the match. Column 6 lists the rms deviation (RMSD) of the DALI structural alignment between the probe's actual structure and the template's structure. Column 7 lists the percent identity of DALI structural alignment between the probe and template structures. Each protein belongs to a different fold family. Note that DASEY confidently (i.e. large P) assigns distant sequences [small percentage identical residue (% ID)] to similar folds (small RMSD).
